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In this paper, we study the local unitary classification for pairs (triples) of generalized Bell states,
based on the local unitary equivalence of two sets. In detail, we firstly introduce some general
unitary operators which give us more local unitary equivalent sets besides Clifford operators. And
then we present two necessary conditions for local unitary equivalent sets which can be used to
examine the local inequivalence. Following this approach, we completely classify all of pairs in
d ⊗ d quantum system into ∏nj=1(kj + 1) LU-inequivalent pairs when the prime factorization of
d =
∏n
j=1 p
kj
j . Moreover, all of triples in p
α ⊗ pα quantum system for prime p can be partitioned
into (α+3)
6
pα+O(αpα−1) LU-inequivalent triples, especially, when α = 2 and p > 2, there are exactly
b 5
6
p2c+ b p−2
6
+ (−1)b p3 c p
3
c+ 3 LU-inequivalent triples.
PACS numbers: 03.67.HK, 03.65.Ud.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is known, two local unitary (LU) equivalent quan-
tum states play the same role in implementing quan-
tum information processing tasks, and many funda-
mental properties including the maximal violations of
Bell inequalities [1–4], the degree of entanglement [5, 6]
and other quantum correlations [7–11] remain the same.
Therefore, it has always been a very important research
area finding out effective and efficient methods to give a
complete LU-classification of all quantum states in the
corresponding quantum system.
Actually, in many quantum information processing
tasks, what we need is a set of quantum states rather
than only an individual quantum state. Various sets of
quantum states have been employed to design the cor-
responding quantum key distribution protocols [12–19],
especially quantum secret sharing protocols [17–19]. In
[18], the authors have presented a (2,n)-threshold quan-
tum secret sharing protocol, where any two cooperating
players from disjoint groups can always reconstruct the
secret, based on the local discrimination of their speci-
cal GHZ-states set (the formal definition is in Section
II). Obviously, if we employ another LU-equivalent set
to share this secret, we will get the same generality and
efficiency as they claimed. And the only difference is that
we have to operate the corresponding local unitaries on
our set to derive their special set in [18]. In this sense, the
LU-equivalence of sets deserve much more consideration.
In addition, the local distinguishability, which has been
widely studied in [20–28], will never change for two LU-
equivalent sets of quantum states. That is to say, the
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LU-classification of all the sets of quantum states will
help to assure the local distinguishability of the whole
sets of the specific quantum system. There has already
been a successful case in analyzing all the quadruples of
generalized Bell states (GBSs) in 4⊗ 4 quantum system
[29]. The authors have classified all the 1820 quadruples
into 10 equivalent classes of LU-equivalent sets, and then
discovered the fact that there are 3 locally indistinguish-
able quadruples and 7 locally distinguishable quadruples.
As a result, the LU-equivalence of sets of quantum states
deserves much more attention at least in the above cir-
cumstances.
However, very limited results have been obtained so
far. Even in the work of Tian et al.[29], they consid-
ered the GBS-quadruples in one specific quantum system
(4 ⊗ 4), and the GBS-triples in p ⊗ p, 4 ⊗ 4 and 6 ⊗ 6
quantum systems. It is not hard to see that all these con-
clusions are about the nondegenerate or low-dimensional
degenerate GBS-sets. In fact, the LU-equivalence of de-
generate states is usually more complicated than that of
nondegenerate states [30]. In this paper, by analyzing
emphatically the properties of degenerate states, we ob-
tain a complete classification of GBS-pairs in d⊗d quan-
tum system for all positive integers d and of GBS-triples
in pα ⊗ pα quantum system for all prime p and positive
integer α. Specifically, we consider generalized Pauli ma-
trices (GPMs) since there is a one-to-one correspondence
between GPMs and GBSs. Besides the Clifford opera-
tors [31], we also present some more general unitary op-
erators, to prove two GBS-sets are LU-equivalent. More-
over, we construct a new invariant which works efficiently
to explain the local unitary inequivalence of two degen-
erate GBS-sets. The followings are our main results.
(a) There are exactly
∏n
j=1(kj + 1) LU-inequivalent
GBS-pairs in d⊗d quantum system when the prime
factorization of d =
∏n
j=1 p
kj
j .
(b) There are exactly b 56p2c+bp−26 +(−1)b
p
3 c p
3c+3 LU-
inequivalent GBS-triples in p2⊗p2 quantum system
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2for prime p ≥ 3.
(c) There are (α+3)6 p
α + O(αpα−1) LU-inequivalent
GBS-triples in pα ⊗ pα quantum system for all of
prime p and positive integer α.
Our results show the LU-classifications for the individual
MESs, the pairs and the triple are totally different. We
wish our classification can serve for the classification of
GBS-triples in all dimensions. The structure of the clas-
sification is much more complicated than we expected
when the number of states in the set increases.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review the definition of GBS and LU-equivalence. Next
in Section III, we introduce some unitary operators and
build two necessary conditions for LU-equivalent GBS-
triples. As applications of the above unitary operators
and necessary conditions, we successfully classifies all of
GBS-pairs in d⊗ d quantum system for any dimension d
in Section IV , and we also give a classification of GBS-
triples in pα ⊗ pα quantum system for all of primes p in
Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper and emphasize
some future work in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We focus on the local unitary (LU) equivalence of sets
of generalized Bell states (GBS-sets) in bipartite system
HA⊗HB in this paper, where the dimensions of HA and
HB are both d. For convenience, we denote the system as
d⊗d, and denote the computational basis of a single qudit
as {|k〉|k ∈ Zd}. In the following we give a definition of
GBS and LU-equivalence of GBS-sets.
Since GBS can be represented by generalized Pauli ma-
trice (GPM) ([29]), we firstly review the definition of
GPM. Consider a d ⊗ d quantum system, the GPM is
defined as
Us,t , XsdZtd
where s, t ∈ Zd = {0, 1, · · · , d−1}, Xd ,
∑
k∈Zd |k+1〉〈k|
is shift operator and Zd ,
∑
k∈Zd ω
k|k〉〈k| is clock
operator with ω = exp(2pii/d). We omit subscripts of
Xd, Zd when there is no ambiguity. GBS is generated
by operating a GPM locally on the standard maximally
entangled state (standard MES), that is,
|φs,t〉 , (I ⊗ Us,t)|φ0,0〉,
where |φ0,0〉 , 1√d
∑
k∈Zd |kk〉 is the standard MES. Thus
there is one-to-one correspondence between GBS and
GPM. That is to say, some properties of GBS can be
represented by those of the corresponding GPM, and the
local unitary equivalence is one of them.
As is shown in Kraus’s work [32], two bipartite states
|φ〉, |ψ〉 are called LU-equivalent, i.e., |φ〉 7→ |ψ〉, if
there exist local unitary operators UA, UB such that
|φ〉 = (UA ⊗ UB)|ψ〉 up to some global phase. Espe-
cially if |φ〉, |ψ〉 are both GBSs, then the above LU-
equivalence can be illustrated as the unitary equivalence
(U-equivalence) of their GPMs because the transpose op-
eration keeps unitary, i.e.,
M = UBNU
T
A
, ULNUR
up to some global phase, where M,N is the correspond-
ing GPM of |φ〉, |ψ〉 respectively, and UL , UB , UR ,
UTA . We denote the U-equivalence of two GPMs as
M ∼ N , i.e., M ≈ ULNUR, where “≈” denotes “equal
up to some global phase”.
Next, we need to generalize the LU-equivalence of two
GBSs to that of two GBS-sets, that is, we will define
the U-equivalence of two GPM-sets based on that of
two GPMs. Consider two GBS-sets {|φ1〉, · · · , |φn〉} and
{|ψ1〉, · · · , |ψn〉}, correspondingly their GPM-sets are de-
noted asM = {M1, · · · ,Mn} and N = {N1, · · · , Nn}. If
there exist two unitary operators UA, UB and a permuta-
tion pi over {1, · · · , n} such that |φi〉 ≈ (UA ⊗UB)|ψpi(i)〉
for each i ∈ [n], then these two GBS-sets are called
LU-equivalent, i.e., {|φ1〉, · · · , |φn〉} 7→ {|ψ1〉, · · · , |ψn〉}.
Similarly, we derive the U-equivalence of the two GPM-
sets, that is, if there exist UL, UR, pi, and for any i ∈
{1, · · · , n}, we have ULNpi(i)UR ≈ Mi, then M and N
are U equivalent, denoted as
ULNUR ≈M.
Especially when UR = U
†
L, we call the two GPM-sets are
unitary conjugate equivalent (UC-equivalent), denoted as
N UL∼ M.
In the following parts, we prefer employing the U-
equivalence of GPM-sets to represent the LU-equivalence
of GBS-sets because of the one-to-one correspondence.
For simplicity, we will name the research subject, the
GBS-sets with two or three elements, as GBS-pair and
GBS-triple respectively. Invd(k) is defined as an integer
such that k · Invd(k) ≡ 1 (mod d) and 0 < Invd(k) < d.
If there are no explicit explanation, d is the dimension of
quantum system, and we also use k−1 to express the in-
verse of k corresponding to Zd for simplify. k ⊥ d means
that k is co-prime to d. a|d means that a is a factor of d.
III. CONDITIONS OF LU-EQUIVALENCE
In this section, we will firstly review some useful uni-
tary operators which can transform one GPM-set to an-
other. Afterwards, we introduce two necessary conditions
of U-equivalence between two GPM-sets.
3A. Useful operators for unitary transformation
Here we introduce Clifford operators and some more
general unitary operators, to realize the U-equivalence of
two GPM-sets.
Clifford operators are unitary operators that map the
Pauli group to itself under conjugation [33]. For conve-
nience of our classification, we introduce four common
Clifford operators at first. Because of their simple trans-
formation form, they also play an important role in the
work of Tian et al. [29].
Operators P,R are two basic Clifford operators. In
fact, we can use them to generate all of the Clifford op-
erators [31]:
P =
{∑
k∈Zd ω
k(k−1)
2 |k〉〈k|, if d is odd.∑
k∈Zd ω
k2
2 |k〉〈k|, if d is even.
R =
1√
d
∑
k,j∈Zd
ωkj |k〉〈j|
The other two common Clifford operators are V =
P 2RPRP 2 and Qk = RP
k−1RP kRP k
−1
. Through di-
rect computation, the above four Clifford operators real-
ize the following UC-transformations
X
P∼ XZ and Z P∼ Z,
X
R∼ Z and Z R∼ X†,
X
V∼ X and Z V∼ XZ,
X
Qk∼ Xk−1 and Z Qk∼ Zk where k ⊥ d.
These four UC-transformations are useful since they
can transform two GPMs to the other two GPMs simul-
taneously.
Next, in the pα ⊗ pα system, we construct some other
local unitary operators other than Clifford operators to
help us move forward in the process of finding out more
U-equivalent sets.
Lemma 1. In a pα ⊗ pα system, there exists a local
unitary operator W which can realize the following UC-
transformations:
Zp
s W∼ Zps and Xpt W∼ Xkpα−s+pt ,
where s, t, k are non-negative integers and s+ t < α, 1 ≤
k < ps. 1
Proof. We firstly construct a specific operator W ,
then prove this operator realize the above transforma-
tions and W is unitary.
Define W as follows,
W |j + cpt〉 = |(j + c(kpα−s + pt)) mod pα〉
1 In the rest of this paper, all of parameters are supposed to be
non-negative integers if no special instructions.
for each j, c, where 0 ≤ c < pα−t and 0 ≤ j < pt. Since
it will be more brief for the proof if we have the matrix
representation in the computational basis of W , suppose
W =
∑
j,l∈Zpα
wj,l|j〉〈l|.
By the definition of W , we have (ω(j−l)p
s−1)wj,l = 0 for
any j, l, which means that WZp
s
W † = Zp
s
. Meanwhile,
wj,l = wj+kpα−s+pt,l+pt for any j, l, thus WX
ptW † =
Xkp
α−s+pt .
Since there is exactly one 1 in each column of W ,
in the following we will prove W is unitary by show-
ing that there are no rows which has at least two non-
zero elements. By contrary, suppose there exists a row
which have at least two non-zero elements, i.e., there ex-
ist i, j where 0 ≤ i ≤ j < pt, and two different indices
i′ = j1pt + i, j′ = j2pt + j, satisfying the following two
equations,
wj1(kpα−s+pt)+i,i′ = wj2(kpα−s+pt)+j,j′ = 1, (1)
j1(kp
α−s + pt) + i ≡ j2(kpα−s + pt) + j (mod pα) (2)
for some 0 ≤ j1, j2 < pα−t.
Since Equation (2) is the same as j − i ≡ (j1 −
j2)(kp
α−s−t + 1)pt (mod pα), which can not be satisfied
when s + t < α and i′ 6= j′. Thus the operator W is
unitary.
Actually the operators which can realize such uni-
tary conjugate transformation of Lemma 1 might not be
unique, and the operator W we construct is a simple per-
mutation operator. Next, we will discuss the properties
of some group of unitary operators which realize simi-
lar UC-transformations with W , as a generalization of
Clifford groups [34] for the convenience of later classifi-
cations.
Consider GPM Ma in p
α ⊗ pα system with form
Ma = X
a1p
t
Za2p
s
,
where a = (a1, a2)
T , and 1 ≤ s, t < α. Obviously, for
any fixed s, t, the operators
{ωθps+tMa}
form a group, where θ is an arbitrary number, denoted by
G(t, s). Let group C(t, s) be the normalizer of this group
which contains all of the unitary operators that realize
UC-transformations of G(t, s), i.e., UG(t, s)U† = G(t, s)
for U ∈ C(t, s).
Similar to the properties of Clifford operators [34],
we can write out the matrix representation for the UC-
transformation made by the corresponding U in group
C(t, s), and the determinant of this matrix equals to 1
module pα−s−t. Details are in Lemma 2. By [31, 34],
any Clifford operators can be uniquely represented by a
(2× 2) symplectic matrix. When we restrict U ∈ C(t, s)
(s + t ≤ α), U can be uniquely represented by a (2 × 2)
4matrix F with similar method.
Lemma 2. Any operator U ∈ C(t, s) (s + t ≤ α),
can be presented by a unique (2× 2) matrix F , and the
determinant of F satisfy
det(F ) ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t)
for which
F =
υ η
σ τ

where 0 ≤ υ, η < pα−t, and 0 ≤ σ, τ < pα−s.
Proof. Since U ∈ C(t, s), then there exist υ, η, σ and
τ such that
Xp
t U∼XυptZσps , and Zps U∼XηptZτps (3)
where 0 ≤ υ, η < pα−t, and 0 ≤ σ, τ < pα−s. Thus we
construct the presenting (2× 2) matrix F of U as
F ,
υ η
σ τ

By Equation (3), F is unique for which 0 ≤ υ, η < pα−t,
and 0 ≤ σ, τ < pα−s.
Next, we prove det(F ) ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t). Let ω1 =
ωp
s+t
, then there exists a function g such that
UMaU
† = eig(a)MFa
Let (Fa)1 , υa1 + ηa2 (mod pα−t), (Fa)2 , σa1 +
τa2 (mod p
α−s), then we have
UMaMbU
† = ei(g(a)+g(b))ω(Fa)2×(Fb)11 MF (a+b) (4)
Since ωa1b21 MaMb = ω
a2b1
1 MbMa, combining with Equa-
tion (4), we have ωa1b2−a2b11 = ω
(Fa)1×(Fb)2−(Fa)2×(Fb)1
1 .
Thus det(F ) ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t), which completes our
proof.
It is easy to find that the unitary operatorW in Lemma
1 is an element of C(t, s), and the corresponding F of W
is
F =
1 0
0 kpα−s−t + 1

which satisfies det(F ) ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t).
Moreover, we can employ the contraposition of Lemma
2 to prove the UC-inequivalence of two GPM pairs. That
is, given two UC-transformations (such as Equation (3))
in which GPMs are in G(t, s), and the determinant of the
corresponding F is not equal to 1, then there are no uni-
tary operators can transform these UC-transformations
simultaneously.
B. Necessary conditions for U-equivalence of
GPM-sets
The above subsection provides some unitary operators
as a transformation tool for U-equivalent GPM-sets. In
this subsection, we will present two necessary conditions
for U-equivalent GPM-sets, which can serve as a tool to
prove the completeness of our classification.
Firstly, just as has been referred in [29], we also need
the U-equivalent invariants to be a necessary condition,
that is, two U-equivalent GPM-sets must have the same
value for those invariant. In a d ⊗ d quantum system,
for GPM-set M = {M1, · · · ,Mn}, let ∆ij = M†iMj for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Those three invariants in [29] are as follows.
I(1)M =
1
d
∑
i,j,k,l∈[n] Tr(|[∆ij ,∆kl]|2)
I(2)M,a =
1
d
∑
i,j∈[n] |Tr((∆ij)a)|
I(3)a,M =
1
d2
∑
i,j,u,v,w,l∈[n] |(Tr(∆aij∆uv)Tr(∆1−aij ∆wl))|
(5)
where 0 < a < d, | • |2 is the module square operator
function, that is, |A|2 = AA†. It is not hard to find the
basic idea of these three invariants. Since ULNUR ≈M,
without loss of generality, suppose ULNiUR ≈ Mi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, then N†i Nj
U†R∼ M†iMj . Thus Tr(N†i Nj) =
Tr(M†iMj). Thus the above invariants hold. According
to this idea, we can build two more invariants which is
useful for our classification.
In a d ⊗ d quantum system, for any GPM-set
M = {M1, · · · ,Mn}, define Mt be the GPM-set
{M t1, · · · ,M tn}.
Corollary. The following two invariants
I(1)Mt , I
(3)
a,Mt , (6)
hold when M∼ N with 0 < a, t < d.
Proof. Since ULNUR ≈ M, then N†i Nj
U†R∼ M†iMj ,
thus we have
U†R(N
t
i )
†N tjUR
≈U†RN†i NjURU†RN†i NjUR · · ·U†RN†i NjUR
≈(M†iMj)t
≈(M ti )†M tj
(7)
The first and third approximations of Equation (7) hold
since M and N are GPMs, they are commutative up to
some phases. Then we have
I(1)Mt = I
(1)
N t , I
(3)
a,Mt = I
(3)
a,N t .
5The above invariants are quite helpful in the following
classifications since the difference of any invariant leads
to U-inequivalence. However, there still exist some excep-
tions when applying these invariants to GPM-sets. That
is, two specific GPM-sets, which have the same value of
all the above invariants, are proved to be U-inequivalent.
At this time, we have to hunt for the second necessary
conditions to explain the U-inequivalence between two
GPM-sets.
Fortunately, for all the coming undermined U-
equivalence in the classifying process, it is enough to
prove the U-inequivalence of two specific sets just as
shown in the following Theorem 1. In the following theo-
rem, we show two GPM triples are U-inequivalent while
all the invariants in (5) and (6) are equal in this case.
Theorem 1. In pα ⊗ pα quantum system, if the
GPM-triples {I, Zps , XkptZt′ps} are U-equivalent to
{I, Zps , X−kptZt′ps}, then one of the following items
hold:
(a) t′ ∈ {2, pt−s+12 , pt−s − 1}, p ≥ 3
(b) t′ ∈ {2, pt−s − 1}, p = 2 and s+ t < α− 1
(c) p = 2 and s+ t+ 1 = α.
where s+ t < α, s < t, 1 < t′ < pt−s, k ⊥ p.
Proof. In order to show the U-equivalence of any two
GPM-triples, we will at first simplify the U-equivalence
of GPM-triples to UC-equivalence for two specific GPM-
pairs, and then use the necessary condition in Lemma
2 to deduce the UC-inequivalence for the two specific
GPM-pairs.
Suppose GPM triples N = {I, Zps , XkptZt′ps} and
M = {I, Zps , X−kptZt′ps} are U-equivalent. There exist
unitary operators U1, U2, and U1NU2 ≈M. There are 6
possible permutations for this transformation. We enu-
merate them as following (the left i-th GPM are unitary
equivalent to the right i-th GPM for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3):
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈I, Zps , X−kptZpst′〉 (8)
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈I,X−kptZpst′ , Zps〉 (9)
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈Zps , I,X−kptZpst′〉 (10)
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈Zps , X−kptZpst′ , I〉 (11)
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈X−kptZpst′ , Zps , I〉 (12)
U1〈I, Zps , XkptZpst′〉U2 ≈ 〈X−kptZpst′ , I, Zps〉 (13)
For briefness, we only explain the details of the per-
mutations (8),(10) as the examples, and the rest permu-
tations can be analyzed in the same way.
Employing the three equivalence relationships in (8),
we can easily eliminate U2 and derive the following two
UC-transformations under U1:
Zp
s U1∼ Zps and XkptZpst′ U1∼X−kptZpst′ .
Thus, we haveXp
t U1∼X−pt . So U1 is an element of C(t, s).
The corresponding (2× 2) matirx F of U1 is as follows,
F =
pα−t − 1 0
0 1
 .
It is easy to show Ma
U1∼MFa, where a = (−1, 1)T . By
Lemma 2, we have
det(F ) ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t),
which means −1 ≡ 1 (mod pα−s−t). It can be satisfied
only if p = 2 and s+ t+ 1 = α.
In permutation mode (10), after eliminating U2, we
obtain the following two UC-transformations under U1:
Zp
s U1∼ Z−ps and XkptZpst′ U1∼X−kptZ(t′−1)ps
From these two transformations, we have
Xkp
t U1∼X−kptZ(2t′−1)ps . (14)
If 2t′ − 1 6≡ 0 (mod pt−s), let k′pg = 2t′ − 1 where
k′ ⊥ p and g < t− s, let u = t− s− g, then
X−kp
t
Z(2t
′−1)ps V kk
′−1pu
∼ Z(2t′−1)ps (15)
On the other hand, Xp
t R∼ Zpt , combined with Equation
(14) and (15) we will get
Zp
t U∼ Z(2t′−1)ps (16)
for some unitary U . Meanwhile, Zp
t
and Zp
s
are not
UC-equivalent for s 6= t, then (2t′ − 1) ≡ 0 (mod pt−s) if
transformation (14) holds. Thus the necessary condition
of this permutation mode is t′ = (pt−s + 1)/2.
For the remaining four cases, we find the determinant
det(F ) module pα−s−t for the corresponding (2× 2) ma-
trices F of U1 in permutations (9), (11), (12), (13) are
equal to 1,−1, 1,−1 when module pα−s−t respectively.
By Lemma 2, permutations (11), (13) can be satisfied
only when p = 2 and s+ t+ 1 = α. Combining with the
results of permutations (9) and (12) (we put them into
Appendix A), we find that the above GPM-triples are
U-equivalent if t′ ∈ {2, pt−s+12 , pt−s − 1} when p ≥ 3
or t′ ∈ {2, pt−s − 1} when p = 2, s + t < α − 1 or
p = 2, s+ t+ 1 = α.
Now, on the basis of useful operators for U-
transformations and necessary conditions for U-
equivalent GPMs, we are ready to discuss the U-
classifications of GPM-sets in the corresponding quan-
tum systems.
6IV. CLASSIFICATION OF GPM-PAIRS
In this section, we will classify all the GPM-pairs in
d ⊗ d quantum system into U-inequivalent classes com-
pletely. GPM-pairs are the simplest GPM-sets, and
studying their U-classifications will be the first step of
U-equivalence of GPM-sets without doubt.
Based on the conditions for U-equivalence of sets just
mentioned in the above section, we can classify all the
GPM-pairs {I,XsZt} (the first one can always be U-
equivalent to identity while the second one keeps GPM
form) into minimal U-equivalence classes for s, t < d.
Specifically, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. All of the GPM-pairs can be classified
into
∏
1≤i≤n(ki + 1) U-inequivalent pairs in d⊗ d quan-
tum system, where d = pk11 p
k2
2 · · · pknn for some different
primes p1, · · · , pn. Furthermore, the representing GPM
pairs are {I, Zs}, where s is a factor of d.
Proof. Actually, we only need to consider pairs
{I,XsZt}. Since for any 0 ≤ s, t < d,
{I,XsZt} [35]∼ {I, Zgcd(s,t)}
i.e., there exists a unitary operator U such that
UXsZtU† ≈ Zgcd(s,t). Meanwhile,
Ms , {I, Zs}Qk∼{I, Zsk}
for any k ⊥ d.
What’s more, {I, Zs} 6∼ {I, Zt} for the reason that
I(2)Ms, ds
= 4, I(2)Mt, ds
= 2
where s, t are two different factors of d.
Therefore, we get minimum U-equivalence classes Ms
in which s is invertible and 1 ≤ s < d in any d ⊗ d
quantum system. Thus there are totally
∏
1≤i≤n(ki +
1) different U-inequivalent GPM-pairs in d⊗ d quantum
system.
It’s amazing that the U-inequivalent GPM-pairs in d⊗
d quantum system only depends on the number of factors
of d, rather than the factors of itself.
V. CLASSIFICATION OF GPM-TRIPLES IN
pα ⊗ pα QUANTUM SYSTEM
Tian et al. gave a classification of GPM triples in d⊗d
quantum system when d is a prime or d ∈ {4, 6} [29].
The biggest challenge to generalize the dimension from
a prime to a composite is the degenerate of the opera-
tors. We use some ingenious methods including splitting
the degenerate GPM operators into the form of tensor of
two lower dimensional operators to find the U-equivalent
relationships between two GPM-triples. Meanwhile, we
analyze the special properties of some specific degener-
ate GPM-triples by restricting the basic operator from
Xpα , Zpα into X
ps
pα , Z
pt
pα where 0 ≤ s, t < α, such as The-
orem 1.
In this section, we will give a classification of GPM-
triples in any pα ⊗ pα quantum system, where p is a
prime and α ≥ 2. Before giving a classifiction of GPM-
triples in pα ⊗ pα quantum system, we firstly introduce
two equivalence classes [x]d, [[x]]d where x ∈ Zd and x ≥
2, which are defined to characterize the U-equivalence of
GPM-triples more effectively, in which
[x]d = {x, x−1, 1− x, (1− x)−1, 1− x−1, x(x− 1)−1},
[[x]]d = {x, 1− x−1, (1− x)−1}.
where x−1 is the inverse of x in Zd. We also omit the
subscript d of [x]d, [[x]]d when there is no ambiguity or
d is exactly the dimension of quantum system. The first
equivalence class is introduced by [29], which is served as
a partition of some kind of GPM-triples, and we intro-
duce an extra equivalence class [[x]] to give a more careful
partition. If x−1 or (1−x)−1 does not exist, we just omit
this element. For example, when d = 9, [3] = {3, 4, 6, 7}
and [[3]] = {3, 7}.
It is natural to consider the number of elements in
each [x] or [[x]] for counting U-inequivalence classes in
pα ⊗ pα quantum system. When x 6∈ [2], all of elements
in [x] (or [[x]]) are distinct if x 6= x−1 and x 6= 1 − x−1.
Fortunately, the case x = x−1 or x = 1 − x−1 comes
up not so frequently: x = x−1 only when p = 2 and
x ∈ {2α−1 + 1, 2α−1 − 1} (α ≥ 2);
x = 1− x−1 (17)
iff p has form 6k + 1. Details are as shown in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. For x ∈ Zpα and pα 6= 3, there exactly
exist two solutions of Equation (17) if p = 6k + 1 for
some k, and there are no solutions of Equation (17) if
p 6= 6k + 1.
Proof. We will prove a stronger conclusion: If p =
6k + 1 for some k, there exactly exist two solutions of
Equation (17) and the two solutions are not in the set
{x|x ≡ 2 (mod p)}, otherwise there are no solutions of
Equation (17).
Firstly, there are no solutions of Equation (17) if p = 2,
since x ≡ 1 (mod 2) when p = 2 and x is invertible.
Suppose x is the solution of Equation (17). Since pα 6=
3, then x 6= x−1 and there are even solutions of Equation
(17).
When p > 2 and pα 6= 3, we will prove this conclusion
by induction on α. Firstly, when α = 1, we have p ≥ 5.
Thus p has form 6k + 1 or 6k + 5 for some k. Observe
that Equation
(2x− 1)2 ≡ −3 (mod pα) (18)
is equivalent to Equation (17), thus we will solve Equa-
tion (18) instead of Equation (17). By quadratic residue
theorem we know −3 is a quadratic residue of p iff
p = 6k + 1 for some k. Thus when α equals 1, there are
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and no solutions for Equation (18) when p = 6k + 5. It
is easy to check that 2 is not the solution. Meanwhile,
when p = 3 and α = 2 there are no solutions of Equation
(17).
Suppose the conclusion holds for some α where α ≥ 1
or p = 3, α ≥ 2, and we will prove the conclusion also
holds for α+ 1.
For x ∈ Zpα+1 , suppose y is the solution of Equation
(17), then y′ , y−1 is also the solution of Equation (17).
Let
s1 , y (mod pα), s2 , y′ (mod pα).
It is easy to check s1, s2 are two different solutions of
Equation (17) for x ∈ Zpα . Thus y, y′ have forms
y = c1p
α + s1 (mod p
α+1)
y′ = c2pα + s2 (mod pα+1)
, (19)
for some c1, c2. Since s1, s2 6∈ {x|x ≡ 2 (mod p)},
and s1 − s2 ≡ 2s1 − 1 (mod p), then s1, s2 6∈ {x|x ≡
2−1 (mod p)} and s1 − s2 is invertible in Zp. By solving
Equation (17) and (19), there only exists one pair y, y′ in
which y, y′ < pα+1, and the value of y, y′ are as follows,
y = (σ − s1)(s1 − s2)−1pα + s1 (mod pα+1),
y′ = (−1− (σ − s1)(s1 − s2)−1)pα + s2 (mod pα+1),
where the inverse of (s1 − s2) is operating in the field
Zp. Thus there are exactly two solutions in Zpα+1 iff
p = 6k + 1. Since y ≡ s1 (mod p), then y, y′ 6∈ {x|x ≡
2 (mod p)}. Thus we are done!
Next we will firstly give a classification of GPM-triples
in p2 ⊗ p2 quantum system for simplification. The U-
transformation operators are mainly composed of Clifford
operators and some simple GPMs. Nevertheless, there
exist some GPM-triples for which all of the above opera-
tors can not serve as its unitary transformation tools, for-
tunately, we can deal with these GPM-triples by splitting
the GPM as a tensor of two separate parts. Afterwards,
we prove the completeness of our classification mainly by
invariants (5) and Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. There are exactly b 56p2c + bp−26 +
(−1)b p3 c p3c + 3 U-inequivalent GPM-triples in p2 ⊗ p2
quantum system for prime p > 2. Furthermore, the rep-
resenting GPM-triples are as follows,
1© Ms1 = {I, Z,Xs1}, where 1 ≤ s1 ≤ bp
2
2 c.
2© Nk,sˆ2 = {I, Z,XkpZ sˆ2}, where 1 ≤ k ≤ p−12 , sˆ2 is
the minimal element of [[s2]]p, and 2 ≤ s2 ≤ p− 1.
There are totally bp−12 c(2bp6c + 1) U-inequivalent
classes in such forms.
3© Nsˆ3 = {I, Z, Z sˆ3}, where sˆ3 is the minimal ele-
ment of [s3], and 2 ≤ s3 < p2. There are totally
bp2−2p+16 c+bp−12 c+1 U-inequivalent classes in such
forms.
4© M = {I, Zp, Xp}.
5© Wsˆ4 = {I, Zp, Z sˆ4p}, where sˆ4 is the minimal ele-
ment of [s4]p and 2 ≤ s4 ≤ p− 1. There are totally
bp6c+ 1 LU-inequivalent classes in such forms.
Proof. By the similar classification of Theorem
2, all of GPM-triples can be divided into two cases:
{I, Z,XsZt}, {I, Zp, XsZt}. We find the representing
GPM-triples of Theorem 3 by Table I. For example, for
GPM-sets {I, Z,XsZt} where s ⊥ p, we can use U-
equivalence transformation (21) followed by (22) to trans-
form it to be the class Ms(1 ≤ s ≤ p
2
2 ). This belongs to
case 1© in Theorem 3.
To prove the classification of the theorem is minimum,
we need to show:
(1) The GPM-triples are U-inequivalent when the pa-
rameters are distinct for the internal classes of each cases.
(2) Every two cases are U-inequivalent.
Here, we firstly prove the U-inequivalence for internal
classes of case 2©, and leave the other cases in Appendix
B. Then, we show the U-inequivalence between any two
cases.
Case 2© Since
I(1)Nk,s = 48(1− cos(2kppi/p
2)) (20)
we have
I(1)Nk,s 6= I
(1)
Nk′,s′ ,
where 1 ≤ k < k′ ≤ bp2c. Notice the value of I(1)Nk,s in
Equation (20) depends only on k, thus Nk,s 6∼ Nk′,s′ ,
where 2 ≤ k < k′ ≤ p−12 .
Since
I(3)Npk,s,s 6= I
(3)
Np
k,s′ ,s
for any s′ 6∈ [s]p, we have Nk,s 6∼ Nk,s′ where s′ 6∈ [s]p.
Meanwhile, [2]p = [[2]]p = {2, p+12 , p − 1}, thus we need
only prove Nk,s is U-inequivalent to Nk,Invp(s) for s > 2
and s ⊥ p. In this case, Nk,Invp(s) is U-equivalent to
N−k,s by U-transformations (25) and (24). By Theorem
1 (Set α = 2, s = 0, t = 1 for the theorem 1), we find
Nk,t ∼ N−k,t only if t ∈ [[2]]p since p > 2.
Next, we need to count the number of U-inequivalence
classes with form 2©. Suppose there are ∆ U-
inequivalence classes for certain k. It’s easy to find
∆ = 0 when p equals 2, and there is only one GPM-triple
{I, Z,X3Z2} when p equals 3.
For p ≥ 5, if p = 6k + 5, each equivalence class [[s]]p
has three elements by Lemma 3, i.e., p = 2 + 3∆, thus
∆ = 2k + 1. If p = 6k + 1, there are two classes [[s]]p
and [[s−1]]p which has only one element respectively (By
Lemma 3), i.e., the three elements in [[s]]p are equal to
8each other. Then we have p = 2 + 3(∆ − 2) + 2, thus ∆ = 2k + 1 in this case.
{I, Za, XsZt} P
−µ
∼ {I, Za, Xs}, where µ = t · s−1 if s ⊥ p, and µ = t
p
· (s
p
)−1 if p|t and p|s. (21)
{I, Z,Xs} R∼{I, Zs, X−1} P
−s
∼ {I, Zs, X−1Zs} ∼ {I,X−1, Z−s} R
−1
∼ {I, Z,X−s} for any s. (22)
{I, Z,XkpZ}Z−1 ≈ {Z−1, I,Xkp}Q−1∼ {I, Z,X−kp} for any k. (23)
{I, Z,XkpZt} P
−k−1
∼ {I, Z,XkpZt−p}, where k ⊥ p. (24){I, Z,XkpZs}
Q−1∼ {I, Z−1, X−kpZ−s} ∼ {I, Z,X−kpZ1−s} for any k, s.
{I, Z,XkpZs} Qs−1∼ {I, Zs−1 , XskpZ} V
−skp
∼ {I, Z,X−kpZs−1}, where s ⊥ p.
(25)
{I, Zp, Xs} R∼{I, Zs, X−p} Qs−1∼ {I, Z,X−sp}, where s ⊥ p. (26){I, Za, Zka}
Qk−1∼ {I, Za, Zak−1}, where k ⊥ p.
{I, Za, Zka}Q−1∼ {I, Z−a, Z−ka} ∼ {I, Za, Z(1−k)a}
(27)
{I, Zp, XkpZt} V
−kpt−1
∼ {I, Zp, Zt} Qt−1∼ {I, Z, Zpt−1} = {I, Z, Zpt−1}, where t ⊥ p. (28)
{I, Zpp2 , Xkpp2 } = {Ip ⊗ Ip, Ip ⊗ Zp, Xkp ⊗ Ip}
Qk⊗Ip∼ {Ip ⊗ Ip, Ip ⊗ Zp, Xp ⊗ Ip} = {I, Zpp2 , Xpp2} for any k. (29)
TABLE I. Classification of GPM triples in p2 ⊗ p2 quantum system.
GPM-sets some cases of s and t U-equivalences U-equivalence classes In Th. 3
{I, Z,XsZt}
s ⊥ p or (p|s, p|t) or t = 0 (21),(22) Ms(1 ≤ s ≤ p
2
2 ) 1©
s = kp(k ⊥ p), t ⊥ p t = 1 (23),(22) Mkp(1 ≤ kp ≤ p
2/2) 1©
t ≥ 2 (25),(24) Nk,tˆ(tˆ: Min of [[t]]p) 2©
s = 0 (27) Ntˆ(tˆ: Min of [t−1]) 3©
{I, Zp, XsZt}
s ⊥ p (21),(26),(22) Msp(1 ≤ s ≤ p
2
2 ) 1©
s = 0
t ⊥ p (28),(27) Na(a: Min of [pt−1]) 3©
t = kp(k ⊥ p) (27) Wkˆ (kˆ: Min of [k]p) 5©
s = kp
t ⊥ p (28),(27) Nb(b: Min of [pt−1]) 3©
p|t or t = 0 (21),(29) M 4©
Thus there are exactly p−12 ·(2bp6c+1) U-inequivalence
classes for any p ≥ 5. When p = 3 this result also holds.
Since there exist at least one of invariants which are
distinct for any two cases of Theorem 3 by Table II, then
all of cases in Theorem 3 are U-inequivalent. Thus the
classification of Theorem 3 are complete.
Our classification also holds for 4⊗ 4 quantum system
when we remove the trivial GPM-triples. To check the
correctness of our classification, we enumerate the classi-
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(When p = 3 and sˆ4 = 2, we have A = 33, otherwise A = 27.)
Triples T I(1)T I(2)T ,p I(3)sˆ4,T
Ms1 48(1− cos 2pis1p2 ) 5 (for p|s1) –
Nk,sˆ2 (sˆ2: Min
of [[s2]]p)
48(1− cos 2pikp ) 3 –
Nsˆ3 (sˆ3: Min of
[s3])
0 ≤ 5 ≥ 27
M 0 9 A
Wsˆ4(sˆ4: Min of
[s4]p)
0 9 > A
FIG. 1. Classification of GPM-triples in 9⊗9 quantum system
fication results of GPM-triples in 9× 9 quantum system
in Figure 1. There are exactly 9 U-inequivalent GPM-
triples in 9 ⊗ 9 quantum system via Theorem 3, and all
of triples in Figure 1 are U-inequivalent via Table III.
Now we consider some general situations by generaliz-
ing the quantum system to pα ⊗ pα, where p is a prime.
Theorem 4. The GPM-triples in pα⊗pα system
can be classified into the following classes, where p
is a prime and p > 2.
1© M(s1,t1) = {I, Zp
s1
, Xp
t1 }, where 1 ≤ s1 ≤ t1 < α
and s1 + t1 ≥ α.
2© M(k1,s2,t2) = {I, Zp
s2
, Xk1p
t2 }, where 0 ≤ s2 ≤
t2 < α, s2 + t2 < α, 1 ≤ k1 ≤ p
α−s2−t2
2 and k1 ⊥ p.
3© N(s3,tˆ3) = {I, Zp
s3
, Zp
s3 tˆ3}, where tˆ3 is the minimal
element of [t3]pα−s3 , 0 ≤ s3 < α, 2 ≤ t3 < pα−s3 .
4© N(k2,s4,t4,tˆ′4) = {I, Zp
s4
, Xk2p
t4
Zp
s4 tˆ′4}, where tˆ′4 is
the minimal element of [[t′4]]t4−s4 , 0 ≤ s4 < t4 <
α, s4 + t4 < α, 1 ≤ k2 ≤ p
α−s4−t4
2 , 2 ≤ t′4 < pt4−s4
and k2 ⊥ p.
5© N(s5,t5,tˆ′5) = {I, Zp
s5
, Xp
t5
Zp
s5 tˆ′5}, where tˆ′5 is the
minimal element of [t′5]pt5−s5 , 0 ≤ s5 < t5 < α, s5 +
t5 ≥ α, 2 ≤ t′5 < pt5−s5 .
TABLE III. Invariants of the minimal triples in 9⊗ 9 system.
(All of the decimals are the approximate value.)
Triples I(1) I(2)M,3 I
(3)
2,M I
(3)
2,M3
{I, Z,X} 11.23 3 27 33
{I, Z,X2} 39.67 3 27 33
{I, Z,X3} 72 5 29 141
{I, Z,X4} 93.11 3 27 33
{I, Z,X3Z2} 72 3 27 81
{I, Z3, X3} 0 9 33 729
{I, Z, Z2} 0 3 35 81
{I, Z, Z3} 0 5 31 141
{I, Z3, Z6} 0 9 81 729
FIG. 2. Classification of GPM-triples in 8 ⊗ 8 quantum sys-
tem.
When p equals 2, the classifications are the same as
the above results except case 4©, which are distinct when
s + t + 1 = α. We list the new U-inequivalent classes of
case 4© for 2α ⊗ 2α system in the following.
4©.1 N(k2,s4,t4,tˆ′4) = {I, Z2
s4
, Xk22
t4
Z2
s4 tˆ′4}, where tˆ′4 is
the minimal element of [[t′4]]2t4−s4 , 0 ≤ s4 < t4 < α, s4 +
t4 + 1 < α, 1 ≤ k2 < 2α−s4−t4−1, 2 ≤ t′4 < 2t4−s4 and
k2 ⊥ p.
4©.2 N ′
(k,s,t,tˆ′) = {I, Z2
s
, Xk2
t
Z2
s tˆ′}, where tˆ′ is the
minimal element of [t′]2t−s , 0 ≤ s < t < α, s + t + 1 =
α, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2α−s−t−1, 2 ≤ t′ < 2t−s and k ⊥ p.
Meanwhile, for any pα ⊗ pα quantum system, we find
that the number of U-inequivalent triples are about
(α+3)
6 p
α +O(αpα−1).
We list the classification of GPM-triples in 8⊗8 quan-
tum system to give an intuitive comprehension in figure
2. There are exactly 11 U-inequivalent GPM-triples, and
all of triples in Figure 2 are U-inequivalent via Table IV.
We put the detailed proof of Theorem 4 into Appendix
C. In the following we give a rough analysis referring to
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TABLE IV. Invariants of the minimal triples in 8⊗ 8 system.
(All of the decimals are the approximate value.)
Triples I(1) I(2)M,4 I
(3)
2,M I
(3)
2,M2
{I, Z,X} 14.06 3 27 27
{I, Z,X2} 48 5 27 39
{I, Z,X3} 81.94 3 27 27
{I, Z,X4} 96 5 39 125
{I, Z2, X2} 96 9 27 63
{I, Z2, X4} 0 9 39 205
{I, Z,X4Z2} 96 5 27 55
{I, Z, Z2} 0 5 35 55
{I, Z, Z3} 0 5 31 55
{I, Z, Z4} 0 5 39 125
{I, Z2, Z4} 0 9 55 205
the classification of p2 ⊗ p2 system. The preliminary
of classification is similar to p2 ⊗ p2 system. Classes
1©; 2©; 3©; 4© is somewhat like 4©; 1©; 3©, 5©; 2© of Theorem
3 respectively, while the analysis of classes 4© is more
intricate than 2© of Theorem 3. More precisely, there
are no corresponding cases in Theorem 3 for 4©. The
appearance of case 5© is aroused by the fact
N(k,s,t1,tˆ2) = {Ips ⊗ Ipα−s , Ips ⊗ Zpα−s , Xkp
s+t−α
ps ⊗ Z tˆ2pα−s}
where tˆ2 is the minimal element of [[t2]]pt1−s , s+ t ≥ α.
Thus there are less inequivalent classes in this case than
case 4©. We let 1 ≤ k ≤ pα−s−t12 for M(k,s,t) in case
2© rather than 1 ≤ k ≤ pα−t2 since Mk,s,t ∼ Mk′,s,t for
k ≡ k′ (mod pα−s−t) via Lemma 1 by a little conversion,
so as in class 4©.
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we find some more general unitary op-
erators besides Clifford operators, which are indispens-
able for our classification. Meanwhile, we present a
new method to prove that two GPM-triples are U-
inequivalent. Based on these unitary operators and nec-
essary conditions, we successfully classify the sets of
GPMs in d⊗ d quantum systems, including pairs in any
dimensional quantum system and triples in a power of
prime quantum system.
We find out in d ⊗ d quantum system, the U-
inequivalent GPM-pairs are equal to the number of the
factors of d for any d, while the U-inequivalent GPM-
triples are about (α+3)6 p
α +O(αpα−1) when d is a power
of prime. By the process of our classification, we conjec-
ture that the U-inequivalent GPM-triples are polynomial
of the product of d and the factors of d for general d.
Furthermore, we wish that our results will provide some
new thoughts for classification of quadruples or more in
general quantum system.
Appendix A: Two permutations (11) and (13) of
Theorem 1
The followings are two possible permutations of Nk,t.
(a) U1〈I, Zps , XkptZt′ps〉U2 ≈ 〈X−kptZt′ps , Zps , I〉,
where k ⊥ p, s < t, then we have
Zp
s U1∼ XkptZ(1−t′)ps and Xpt U1∼ X(1−t′)ptZt′(t′−2)psk−1 .
If the above transformation holds, then t′ ≡
2 (mod pt−s).
(b) U1〈I, Zps , XkptZt′ps〉U2 ≈ 〈I,X−kptZt′ps , Zps〉,
where k ⊥ p, s < t, then we have
Zp
s U1∼ X−kptZt′ps and Xpt U1∼ Xt′ptZ(1−t′2)psk−1 .
If the above transformation holds, then t′ ≡ pt−s −
1(mod pt−s).
Appendix B: Classification of GPM-triples in p2 ⊗ p2
quantum system
In the following, we prove the GPM triples are inequiv-
alent when the parameters are distinct for the inside of
cases 1©, 3©, 4© of Theorem 3.
Cases 1© Since I(1)Ms = 48(1 − cos 2spi/p2)(1 ≤ s ≤
bp22 c), which is distinct for each s since 1 − cosx is
monotonous in (0, pi) and greater than 0 strictly.
Case 3© By Tian et al. [29] Since Ns and Ns′ are
locally inequivalent if s′ 6∈ [s] by [29] in prime dimension,
which also holds when we adding [kp] into it, since
I(2)Ns′ ,s < I
(2)
Ns,s,
where s′ is the element of [kp]. Since [kp] = {kp, 1 −
kp, (p − k)p, 1 − (p − k)p} for 1 ≤ k ≤ p−12 and [2] =
{2, p+12 , p − 1}, let A = [kp] ∪ [2] and when p = 6k + 5,
the rest equivalence class have exactly 6 elements (by
Lemma 3), thus when p = 6k + 5,
p2 = 6
∑
[a]6∈A
|[a]|+ 5 + 2(p− 1)
Then there can be classified into p
2−2p−3
6 +
p−1
2 + 1 local
equivalence classes.
When p = 6k+1(p ≥ 5) there exists a pair {a0, 1−a0}
(by Lemma 3), thus the number of inequivalent classes
equals p
2−2p+1
6 +
p−1
2 + 1.
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We can get the following result by combing them to-
gether,
bp
2 − 2p+ 1
6
c+ bp− 1
2
c+ 1
When p = 3, there are two equivalence classes [2] =
{2, 5, 8}, and [4] = {3, 4, 6, 7}, it also satisfies the above
equality. When p = 2, there is only one equivalence class
[2] = {2, 3}, the above equality also holds in this case.
Case 5© Since
I(3)Ws¯,s 6= I
(3)
Ws′ ,s
where s¯ is the element of [s]p and s
′ 6∈ [s]p. Thus the
classification is minimum. We can shrink the domain
from {1, · · · , p2} into {1, · · · , p} and don’t change the
value of p[k]p, thus there are eventually bp6c + 1 local
inequivalence classes in total by [29].
Appendix C: The classification of GPM-triples in
pα ⊗ pα quantum system
In the following, we prove the classification of GPM-
triples in pα ⊗ pα quantum system in Theorem 4 are
proper and complete.
Proof. Since ps(1 ≤ s < α) is non-invertible in Zpα .
We can classify all of GPM-triples into the following 3
cases primarily:
(a) {I, Zps , Xkpt}, where 0 ≤ s, t < α, k ⊥ p.
(b) {I, Zps , Xkpt1Zk′pt2 }, where 0 ≤ s, t1, t2 ≤ α, and
k, k′ ⊥ p.
(c) {I, Zps , Zkpt}, where 0 ≤ s, t < α and k ⊥ p.
We classify the above equivalence classes with the fol-
lowing equivalent relations, and then prove our classifi-
cations are minimum.
{I, Zps , Xkpt} ∼ {I, Zpt , X−kps} (C1)
{I, Zps , Xkpt}Q−1∼ {I, Z−ps , X−kpt} ∼ {I, Z−ps , ZpsX−kpt} ∼ {I, Zps , X−kpt}, where s ≥ t (C2)
{I, Zps , Xpt} = {Ips ⊗ Ipα−s , Ips ⊗ Zpα−s , Xp
s+t−α
ps ⊗ Ipα−s} ∼ {I, Zp
s
, Xkp
t}, where s+ t ≥ α. (C3)
{I, Zps , XkptZt′ps} ∼

{I, Zps , X−kptZ(1−t′)ps}
{I, Zps , X−kptZt′−1ps}, where t′ ⊥ p.
{I, Zps , XkptZ(1−t′)−1ps}, where 1− t ⊥ p.
(C4)
{I, Zps , XtZt′} ∼ {I, Zps , Xt} ∼ {I, Z,X−pst−1}, where t ⊥ p or t|p and t′|p. (C5)
{I, Zps , XkptZk′pt
′
} ∼ {I, Zpt
′
, X−kp
(t−t′+s)
Zk
′−1ps}, where t′ < t. (C6)
{I, Zps , XkptZk′pt
′
} P
k′k−1pt′−t
∼ {I, Zps , Xkpt}, where t′ ≥ t. (C7)
{I, Zps , XkptZps}Q−1∼ {I, Z−ps , X−kptZ−ps} ∼ {I, Zps , Xkpt}, (C8)
{I, Zps , XkptZpst2} = {Ips ⊗ Ipα−s , Ips ⊗ Zpα−s , Xkp
s+t−α
ps ⊗ Zt2pα−s} ∼ {I, Zp
s
, Xp
t
Zp
st2},where s+ t ≥ α (C9)
{I, Zps , Zkpt} ∼ {I, Zpt , Zk−1ps} (C10)
{I, Zps , Zpst} ∼
{
{I, Zps , Zps(1−t′)−1}, where (1− t) ⊥ p
{I, Zps , Zps(1−t−1)}, where t ⊥ p. (C11)
By Equation (C1), we can restrict 0 ≤ s ≤ t < α in
case (a). Now we split case (a) into two parts, s + t ≥
α and s + t < α. When s + t ≥ α, {I, Zps , Xkpt} are
equivalent for different k by Equation (C3). Thus we get
equivalence classes 1© in Theorem 4. Now we prove the
classes in 1© are minimum.
M(s,t) are U-inequivalent for different s, t, since
I(2)M(s,t),α−s = 9, while I
(2)
M(s′,t′),α−s ≤ 5 for s > s′. Mean-
while, I(2)M(s,t),α−t = 5, while I
(2)
M(s,t′),α−t = 3 for t > t
′.
Therefore, M(s,t) are U-inequivalent for different s, t.
Since whether α is odd or even has little influence
to the order of quantity of U-inequivalent classes, thus
we suppose α is even. Thus there are exactly α
2
4 U-
inequivalent classes in 1© of Theorem 4.
When s+t < α, we can additional restrict k ≤ pα−t2 forM(k,s,t) by equivalence transformations (C1),(C2), thus
we get classes M(k,s,t) = {I, Zps , Xkpt}, where 0 ≤ s ≤
t < α, s+ t < α, 1 ≤ k ≤ pα−t2 and k ⊥ p.
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In the following, we prove M(k,s,t) ∼M(k′,s,t) for k ≡
k′ (mod pα−s−t).
Since Xkp
t ∼ Xk′pt for k, k′ are invertible if k ≡
k′ (mod pα−s−t) and Xp
t ∼ Xk1pα−s+pt , where k1 sat-
isfies kk1p
α−s−t = k− k′. Then by Lemma 1,M(k,s,t) ∼
M(k′,s,t) for k ≡ k′ (mod pα−s−t). Thus we get classes
2© of Theorem 4.
In the following we prove the classes in 2© are minimal.
Consider two GPM-triples M(k,s,t) and M(k′,s′,t′). We
find thatM(k,s,t) are U-inequivalent for different s, t with
analysis similar to the above case s+ t ≥ α. For different
k, since I(1)M(k,s,t) = 48(1 − cos
2kp(s+t)pi
pα ). If s = s
′, t = t′
and k 6≡ k′ (mod pα−s−t), their I(1) are distinct.
There are exactly 2p
α+3−αp3−2p3+αp
4(p−1)2(p+1) U-inequivalent
classes in 2© of Theorem 4 when α is even.
In case (b), by equivalent transformations
(C5),(C6),(C7), we can restrict t2 < t1, s < t1 for
case (b). Let k′pt2 = pst′ for t′ = k′pt2−s, by equivalence
transformation (C8), we can restrict t2 > 1, together
with equivalence transformation (C4), we can restrict
case (b) into classes N(k,s,t1,tˆ2), where tˆ2 is the minimal
element of [[t2]]pt1−s . Fianlly, we get classes
N(k,s,t1,tˆ2)
where 0 ≤ s < t1 < α, s + t1 < α, 1 ≤ k ≤ p
α−t1
2 , 2 ≤
t2 < p
t1−s, k ⊥ p, tˆ2 is the minimal element of [[t2]]pt1−s ,
and classes
N(s,t1,tˆ′2)
where 0 ≤ s < t1 < α, s + t1 ≥ α, 2 ≤ t2 < pt1−s, and
tˆ′2 is the minimal element of [t2]pt1−s by equivalent trans-
formation (C9) and some obvious analysis. Meanwhile
we can restrict k to be between 1 and p
α−s−t1
2 for classes
N(k,s,t1,tˆ2) where tˆ2 is the minimal element of [[t2]]pt1−s
by Lemma 1, thus obtain case 4© of Theorem 4.
We show that N(k,s,t1,tˆ2) are U-inequivalent for differ-
ent s, t1, where tˆ2 is the minimal element of [[t2]]pt1−s ,
s, t < α and k ⊥ p.
• I(2)N(k,s,t,t2),α−s > I
(2)
N(k′,s′,t′,t′2),α−s
for s > s′.
• I(3)
t2,Nα−t(k,s,t,t2)
6= I(3)
t2,Nα−t(k′,s,t′,t′2)
for t > t′.
• I(1)N(k,s,t,t2) = 48(1− cos
2kp(s+t)pi
pα ), thus N(k,s,t,t2) 6∼
N(k′,s,t,t′2) for different k, k′ ∈ pα−s−t and s+t < α.
• I(3)
t2,Nα−t(k,s,t,t¯2)
6= I(3)
t2,Nα−t(k,s,t,t′)
for t′ 6∈ [t2]pt1−s and t¯2
is the element of [t2]pt1−s .
Furthermore, by Theorem 1, N(k,s,t,t2) 6∼ N(−k,s,t,t2)
when t2 6∈ [2]pt1−s , and p 6= 2 or s + t + 1 6= α.
Thus 4© and 5© are minimum. When p = 2 and
s+ t+ 1 = α, N(k,s,t,t2) ∼ N(−k,s,t,t2) by Lemma 1 since
k ≡ −k (mod pα−s−t).
There are exactly
(2α− 2)pα+2 − (2 + 2α)pα − 6pα+1 + (3α+ 2)p2 + 6p− 3α+ 2
12(p2 − 1)
U-inequivalent classes in 4©,
2pα − αp2 + α− 2
12(p− 1)2
U-inequivalent classes in 5© of Theorem 4 when p = 6k+5
or p = 3, and
(2α− 2)pα+2 + 2pα+1 − (2 + 2α)pα + (2− α)p2 − 2p+ α+ 2
12(p2 − 1)
U-equivalent classes in 4© ,
2pα − αp2 + α− 2
12(p− 1)2 +
α(α− 2)
6
U-inequivalent classes in 5© of Theorem 4 if p = 6k + 1.
In the other hand, when p = 2. There are two parts of
4©, and the U-inequivalent classes are respectively:
(3α− 8)2α − 18α+ 44
18
,
and
2α + 3α− 10
6
,
The U-inequivalent classes in 5© are
2α+1 + 3α2 − 24α+ 28
12
By equivalent transformation (C10) we can restrict s <
t of case (c). Let kpt = t′ps for t′ = kpt−s, then we get
case 3© in Theorem 4 by classification of case (c) via
equivalent transformation (C11).
It’s easy to find that for different s, s′,N(s,t) 6∼ N(s′,t′).
On the other hand, I(3)t,N(s,t¯) 6= I
(3)
t,N(s,t′) for t
′ 6∈ [t]pα−s ,
where t¯ is the element of [t]pα−s , thus 3© are minimum.
There are exactly (p+1)(p
α−1)
6(p−1) U-inequivalent classes
when p = 6k + 5 or p = 3, and (p+1)(p
α−1)
6(p−1) +
2α
3 U-
equivalent classes when p = 6k + 1 in 3© of Theorem 4
(The quantity is equal to 2α−1+α−3 when p = 2). Thus,
there are (α+3)6 p
α + O(αpα−1) U-inequivalent classes in
summation when p ≥ 3. In the other hand, when p = 2,
the U-inequivalent classes equals
(3α+ 19)2α
18
+
α2
2
− 7α
4
− 5
9
for even α and α > 2. Thus it is easy to check the
13
quantity (α+3)6 p
α +O(αpα−1) also holds for p = 2.
In the following, we prove that all the cases of Theorem
4 are inequivalent.
• 1© and 2© are unitary inequivalent, since all of
triples in 1© are commute respectively, while all of
triples in 2© are non-commute respectively.
• 1©, 2© and 4©, 5© are unitary inequivalent, since
I(2)M(k,s,t),pα−s > IN(k′,s′,t′,t2),pα−s
where s > s′ and when s < s′ or t ≥ t′,M(k,s,t) 6∼
N(k′,s′,t′,t2) in the same way. On the other hand,
I(3)
t2,Mpα−t
′
(k,s,t)
6= I(3)
t2,Npα−t
′
(k′,s,t,t2)
where t < t′.
• 3© are unitary inequivalent to 1©, 2© since
I(3)t,N(s,t¯) 6= I
(3)
t,Mk,s′,t′
where t¯ is the element of [[t]]pα−s , meanwhile, 3©
are unitary inequivalent to 4©, 5© in the same way.
• The classifications of 4© and 5© also imply that 4©
and 5© are unitary inequivalent.
Thus the classification of Theorem 4 are complete.
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